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WATER, STEAM & REFRIGERANT COILS
Already the industry leader in replacement technology, ease in
quoting and ease in ordering, we can build 5/8”, 1/2” and 3/8” OD
water, steam and refrigerant coils, as well as 1” OD steam coils to
meet virtually any deadline. Many times we’ve already built
your coil! The model number and make are often all you need to
get a quote ASAP.
INDUSTRIAL & PROCESS COILS
Industrial Heating, Cooling and Process Coils in all types of arrangements and constructions to meet your exacting requirements. Included are cleanable tubes, fabricated headers, removable cores and airtight casings. Materials include cupro-nickel, carbon steel, stainless
steel and a selection of industrial coatings for high temperature, high
pressure, or corrosive applications.
**NEW** CURVED & SHAPED COILS
USA Coil & Air has been a leader in replacing evaporator and condenser coils for
decades. We can now even replace the
type of coils that are curved or shaped
around a unit and usually found in commercial units up to 30 tons.
SENTRY GUARD™
BURST RESISTANT COILS
Our patented burst resistant design
that guarantees against freeze damage. Developed by USA Coil & Air, Sentry Guard™ addresses the need for
freeze protection by providing internal
pressure relief well before catastrophic damage occurs.

FLUID COOLERS & AIR COOLED CONDENSERS
For sizing and ultimate performance of these
units you need a quality engineer with access to
a line of units that can match your requirements
while saving size, weight and dollars on original
installation and operating dollars for the life of
the unit. USA Coil has what you’re looking for.

TUBE BUNDLES & HEAT EXCHANGERS
USA Coil & Air can duplicate any existing bundle with exact dimensions, materials and performance - eliminating the problem of out
of business manufacturers or designs that are out of production. We
provide replacement shell and tube or internal tube bundles for water-to-water or steam-to-water heat exchangers.
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MODULAR AIR HANDLING UNITS
Our extensive modular central station unit line includes double wall units,
horizontal, vertical or blow thru designs and many accessories. These indoor
& outdoor Central Station Air Handling Units can be shipped in sections for
easy transport through stairwells, elevators & other tight spaces.
VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL FAN COIL UNITS
These vertical and horizontal fan coils, ceiling, wall and room
mounted units can be designed to meet any requirement. Special
control systems or valve packages included.
BELT DRIVE AIR HANDLING UNITS
Commercial/light Industrial belt drive indoor air handlers from 2 to 20
tons, chilled water or refrigerant cooling, options include hot water or
steam heating, mixing box and discharge grills.
EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE
The professionals at USA Coil will serve you with relevant information to make your build-to-order equipment
purchase a low-stress experience. We provide personal service from your first phone call through order delivery. This includes coil selection, a same day quote, concise information on product options, and updates on
the delivery schedule.
ON-SITE EVALUATION
USA Coil & Air has a broad network of skilled reps across the United States and Canada. When you have questions in the field, USA Coil & Air is there to provide answers. They can come to your job site and quickly evaluate the situation and provide guidance. Working together with our inside sales team, your rep will provide
timely quotes and custom drawings for your approval. Call us today to find a rep in your area.
SUPERIOR CRATING & FREIGHT SERVICE
It’s not by chance we have the lowest freight damage in the industry. We continuously analyze our crating
process to develop methods that limit all possible damage through freight transport. Custom crates are built
around every coil. Why build a superior product to have it destroyed during shipping because the crate falls
apart? All of our products ship standard freight allowed. That means no shipping costs for you ever! But our
service doesn’t stop there. If there is an issue with freight damage, we will help you file the claim.
CUTTING-EDGE COIL SELECTION / SIZING SOFTWARE
USA Coil & Air’s coil selection program is the most intuitive and easy to use sizing software application in the
industry. Our free software quickly generates performance charts & drawings after just a few steps. And our
latest web application makes it even easier. Our in-house sales department is always there to help you with
the software. Go to www.usacoil.com and download it today!
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